














Flow Line Controls Positioner Specifications

Series 55 3-15 psi Pneumatic
Series 56 4-20 mA Electro-Pneumatic

Series 55

Series 56
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Flow Line Controls Series 56 Electro-Pneumatic positioners utilizes industry proven technology to 
simplify its design. Featuring an Electro-magnetic I to P transducer capable of 4-20 mADC inputs 
without the use of microchip and micro-magnets in the circuitry that many competitors use. 
Therefore giving Flow Line Series 56 positioners a long and trouble free service life in the 
harshest and most critical of environments. 

Series 56 4-20 mA Electro-Pneumatic Positioner

The input of a 4-20 Ma DC signal flows 
through an electric magnetic coil located in the 
magnetic field of a large permanent magnet.

The current variation of the 4-20 mADC signal 
varies the flux of the permanent magnet thus 
creating movement of the flapper in relation to 
the nozzle without any microchip circuitry.

The movement of the flapper (which is held in 
place by the plate spring acting as a pivot) 
then increases the distance in-between the 
flapper and the nozzle.  The resulting changes 
in back pressure in the nozzle assembly 
causes the globe valves in the pilot valve 
assembly to shift position simultaneously.

The result being line 1 Output to the actuator 
has an (increase in air pressure filling the 
actuator cylinder), and line 2 Output has a 
(decrease in air pressure draining air from the 
opposite side of the actuator cylinder) causing 
the actuator to shift position.

The resulting movement of the actuator shaft 
creates feedback through the feed back shaft 
/cam spring assembly.

The actuator stays in the position where the 
resulting force created by the change in the 
magnetic field of the permanent magnet is 
balanced by the feed back spring.

To further enhance the stability of the loop 
the compensation spring, which is connected, 
to the flapper counterweight receives direct 
feed back on the motion of the exhaust valve. 
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Series 56 4-20 mA Electro-Pneumatic Positioner

The input of a 4-20 mADC signal flows 
through an electric magnetic coil located in the 
magnetic field of a large permanent magnet.

The current variation of the 4-20 mADC signal 
varies the flux of the permanent magnet thus 
creating movement of the flapper in relation to 
the nozzle without any microchip circuitry.

The movement of the flapper (which is held in 
place by the plate spring acting as a pivot) 
then increases the distance in-between the 
flapper and the nozzle.  The resulting changes 
in back pressure in the nozzle assembly 
causes the globe valves in the pilot valve 
assembly to shift position simultaneously.

The result being line 1 Output to the actuator 
has an (increase in air pressure filling the 
actuator cylinder), and line 2 Output has a 
(decrease in air pressure draining air from the 
opposite side of the actuator cylinder) causing 
the actuator to shift position.

The resulting movement of the actuator shaft 
creates feedback through the feed back shaft 
/cam spring assembly.

The actuator stays in the position where the 
resulting force created by the change in the 
magnetic field of the permanent magnet is 
balanced by the feed back spring.

To further enhance the stability of the loop the 
compensation spring, which is connected, to the 
flapper counterweight receives direct feed back 
on the motion of the exhaust valve. 
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Series 55 3-15 psi Pneumatic Positioner

Flow Line Controls Series 55 Pneumatic positioners are the ideal choice for precise and 
repeatable performance in demanding and critical applications. Featuring a double globe valve / 
pilot assembly capable of moving large amounts of air with short positioning times. Utilization of 
double globe valves to control the actuator supply air in lieu of traditional spool valves lowers 
the air consumption by two thirds ensuring efficient and economical operation.
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The pneumatic input signal acts on the input 
diaphragm creating movement on the flapper 
(which is held in place by the plate spring 
acting as a pivot) then increases the distance 
in-between the flapper and the nozzle.

The resulting changes in back pressure in the 
nozzle assembly causes the globe valves in the 
pilot valve assembly to shift position 
simultaneously.

The result being line 1 Output to the actuator 
has an (increase in air pressure filling the 
actuator cylinder), and line 2 Output has a 
(decrease in air pressure draining air from the 
opposite side of the actuator cylinder) causing 
the actuator to shift position.

The resulting movement of the actuator shaft 
creates feedback through the feed back shaft 
/cam spring assembly.

The actuator stays in the position where the 
resulting force created by the diaphragm is 
balanced by the feed back spring.

To further enhance the stability of the loop 
the compensation spring, which is connected, 
to the flapper counterweight receives direct 
feed back on the motion of the exhaust valve. 
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Dimensions (inches)

Approx. 6.5 lbs.Enclosure WeightApprox. 4.8 lbs.Enclosure Weight

Designed to NEMA 4, 4XEnclosureDesign to NEMA 4, 4XEnclosure

⅛ NPT – Gauge Ports
¼ NPT – Supply / OutletPneumatic Connection⅛ NPT – Gauge Ports

¼ NPT – Supply / OutletPneumatic Connection

+/- 0.5 %Repeatability +/- 0.5%Repeatability 

+/- 0.5 %Sensitivity+/- 0.5%Sensitivity

1% maxHysteresis1% max.Hysteresis

+/- 1%Linearity+/- 1%Linearity

-4� to + 158� FOperating Temperature-4� to +158� FOperating Temperature

0.15 SCFMAir Consumption0.26 SCFMAir Consumption

7 SCFMAir Delivery7 SCFMAir Delivery

20 to 100 PSIGSupply Range20 to 100 PSIGSupply Range

0 - 90�Stroke Range0 - 90�Stroke Range

250 +/- 15 ohmsImpedanceN/AImpedance

4 – 20 mA @ 24 VDC
Split Range StandardInput Signal3 – 15 psig

Split Range AvailableInput Signal 
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